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Abstract. Budget balance data are only available at quarterly frequency and their release is
particularly delayed coming, in general, later than national quarterly accounts. However, monthly
data are available on cash flows from government, with a very limited delay (two days after the end
of the reference month, in the case of Italy). Though very timely, due to a different accounting
methodology compared to the one for assessing the budget balance, monthly cash flows are a noisy
indicator of the budget balance. In order to extract information on the budget balance while, at the
same time, discounting the noisy content of monthly cash‐flows, this paper proposes a Bayesian
Mixed VAR approach to now‐cast the Italian budget balance.
1) Introduction
The deficit to GDP ratio is a synthetic indicator of state of public finances in one country, and it has a
core role in the surveillance process in the context of the EU fiscal framework. Timely monitoring the
tendency of such ratio is of fundamental importance, especially for countries that exceeded the 3%
of GDP threshold and are subject to an “Excessive Deficit Procedure” (EDP). This paper describes and
evaluates a new methodology to implement this task. In this paper, we focus on Italian data as an
illustration, but the methodology we propose is more general and can be applied to other cases, as
well.
Budget revenues and expenditures, the two constituencies of the budget balance, are generally
quarterly variables and are released with a considerable delay. In Italy, these variables are released
only on the first business day of the fourth month after the end of the reference quarter. For
example, the budget balance for the fourth quarter of 2012 will be only released at the beginning of
April 2013. However, two business days after the end of, say, month tm, the Italian Treasury
publishes its cash flow in month tm. The sum of the cash flows in the quarter do not generally
exactly sum to the budget balance of that quarter, due to different accounting methods. In fact, the
ESA95 data on the budget balance, which are those relevant for fiscal surveillance, are not reported
in terms of cash flows but are rather characterized by the accrual recording method. However, the
cash flows should still reflect a large part of the items included in the evaluation of the Italian budget
balance data relevant for fiscal surveillance.
This paper proposes a methodology, based on a mixed frequency vector autoregressive model,
which aims to reap the benefits of the timeliness in the releases of monthly cash data while, at the
same time, trying to filter out the noise in the relationship with quarterly budget balance data
induced by the different accounting procedures.
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Section two provides a brief literature review, section three describes the data, the now‐casting
problem that we set to solve and the estimation methodology. Section four reports the results, while
section five summarizes the main point of the paper and discusses the next steps in the project.
2) Literature review (to be completed)
The fiscal forecasting literature is quite limited (for a survey, see Leal et al., 2008). Few papers in this
literature have highlighted that – while accrual data on government deficits are only available with a
relatively long time lag – monthly or quarterly intra‐annual data are available with much shorter
time lags, and can be used to derive accurate forecasts for end‐of‐year fiscal outcomes. (see e.g.
Pérez, 2007; Pedregal and Pérez, 2008; Onorante et al., 2008).
In particular, exploiting a Mixed Data Sampling approach (MiDaS), Asimakopoulos et al. (2012) assess
the news content of quarterly fiscal data releases and their implications for the annual outturn of
those series. Focusing on a sample of EU countries, they show that quarterly information is indeed
very important to estimate annual outcomes.
Hughes Hallet et al (2010) focus on monthly cash data. They assess the relevance of such data as
instruments for constructing early warnings indicators for future deficit deviating from targets. They
also examine and compare two different strategies for correcting excessive.
In this paper, we adopt a different approach: we use a mixed‐frequency Bayesian VAR model to
extract information from monthly data that can be useful for the estimation of annual deficit
outturns.

3) Data, now‐casting problem and methodology
3.1 Data
As a convention, in this paper, t indicates time in quarters while tm time in months and ta time in
years.
In this application, although our methodology can be extended to consider a very large set of
variables, we only consider those variables that are instrumental to compute the variable we wish to
now‐cast, i.e. the Italian annual budget balance to GDP ratio. Our data on Italian expenditures (Et)
and revenues (Rt) are quarterly and range from 1999Q1 to 2011Q2 (50 observations); rather than
including both variables, in our model, we include their difference (Dt), to keep consistency with the
cash data, which are timely available only in the form of balance (while the sub‐components of the
cash balance become available only a month and a half after the end of the reference month).
In order to be able to compute future budget balance ratios, we also include real GDP (Yt) and the
GDP deflator (Pt) in our model, which are also quarterly variables, in the sample 1999Q1‐2011Q2.
Finally, we include the monthly cash balance (Dtm) of the Italian state, in the sample January 1999 to
October 2011.

3.2 The now‐casting problem
Our target variable is the annual budget balance to GDP ratio (bta) of the Italian state in each specific
year ta, i.e.
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In this application, we focus on monthly now‐casts of bta2, i. e. the assessment of the budget balance
to GDP ratio for the whole year ta conducted in each of the twelve months of the same year. Notice
that this is not a trivial problem, given that, especially in the first months of the year, it implies to
forecast the path of the budget balance to GDP ratio (hence, the path of the difference between
revenues and expenditures, GDP and the GDP deflator) several months ahead.
In order to provide a realistic assessment of the challenges faced in now‐casting the state of Italian
public finances, we should also take into account the real time data availability faced by
pratictioners.
At this stage, we cannot issues related to data revisions, given that we have only ex‐post revised
data, for the time being. However, we fully address the issue of the end‐sample data imbalance
caused by the staggered nature of data releases. In order to mimic the data availability at the time of
the now‐cast production, which we assume to be the 15th of each month, we have reconstructed the
data availability at the end of the sample that a pratictioner would face in each of the twelve months
of each year. Table 1 reports the data availability on the 15th of each month.
Table 1. Data availability for Italy in the dates of the now‐cast production
Date of now-cast
15-Jan
15-Feb
15-Mar
15-Apr
15-May
15-Jun
15-Jul
15-Aug
15-Sep
15-Oct
15-Nov
15-Dec

GDP
ta-1.Q3
ta-1.Q3
ta-1.Q4
ta-1.Q4
ta-1.Q4
ta.Q1
ta.Q1
ta.Q1
ta.Q2
ta.Q2
ta.Q2
ta.Q3

GDP Deflator
ta-1.Q3
ta-1.Q3
ta-1.Q4
ta-1.Q4
ta-1.Q4
ta.Q1
ta.Q1
ta.Q1
ta.Q2
ta.Q2
ta.Q2
ta.Q3

Budget balance
ta-1.Q3
ta-1.Q3
ta-1.Q3
ta-1.Q4
ta-1.Q4
ta-1.Q4
ta.Q1
ta.Q1
ta.Q1
ta.Q2
ta.Q2
ta.Q2

Cash data
ta-1.December
ta.January
ta.February
ta.March
ta.April
ta.May
ta.June
ta.July
ta.August
ta.September
ta.October
ta.November

Table 1 reflects both the different timeliness of the variables (different dates of data releases) and
their different sample frequency.
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The modelling framework we employ allows also to produce forecasts and backcasts of the budget position.

In column 2 and 3, we report the available releases of GDP and GDP deflator at each mid‐month
now‐casting round. National accounts are released with a quarterly frequency and around mid‐
month, in the third month after the end of the reference quarter. Hence, say, the now‐casts of the
budget balance to GDP ratio produced in January and February are based on GDP and GDP deflators
data until the third quarter of the previous year (ta‐1). At mid‐march, instead, the release of the
fourth quarter for the previous year becomes available. Successive national account releases follow
the same path just described discussed for the first quarter.
Government accounts are released with a few weeks delay compared to Quarterly National
accounts, generally at the beginning of the fourth month after the end of the reference quarter.
Hence, differently from the case of GDP and the GDP deflator, even in March the now‐casts are still
based on budget balance data only until Q3 of the previous year and the fourth quarter release will
only be factored in the now‐casts from April onward. Again, the same pattern of releases then
follows in the successive months.
Cash data, instead, are released with monthly frequency and for, say, month tm, right at the
beginning of the successive month (second business day after the end of the month). Hence, at the
date of each now‐cast, we have cash data releases ranging until the previous month.

3.3 Estimation and now‐casting methodology
The now‐casting problem defined above requires the solution of two issues of missing data.
First, the variables are sampled with different frequency, quarterly and monthly. We assume that
quarterly variables are monthly variables with missing observations in the first two months of the
quarter.
Second, due to the staggered nature of data releases highlighted in table 1, several observations of
the quarterly variables are missing at the end of the sample. This section briefly sketches the
methodology we use in order to address these issues.
We assume that the levels of our N (=4) variables (collected in the N‐dimensional vector Xtm) are
described by the following monthly vector autoregressive process with p (=13) lags:
Xtm =A0+A1 Xtm+…+ Ap Xtm‐p +etm
where Ap is the N*N matrix collecting the coefficients of the p‐th lag and etm is a normally distributed
multivariate white noise with covariance matrix ∑.
The choice of accounting for rich dynamics (p = 13 lags) is motivated by two main considerations.
First, we want a general and flexible model which does not a‐priori constraints the dynamic
interrelationships among our variables. Second, the data are not seasonally adjusted and this
dynamic specification is able to account for the seasonal fluctuations in the variables.
The rich dynamics we want to allow for in our VAR model imply that we face an issue of over‐fitting,
owing to the large number of parameters (the so‐called “curse of dimensionality”). We address this
issue by shrinking the model’s coefficients toward those of the naïve and parsimonious random walk

with drift model, Xi,tm = δi+ Xi,tm‐1 +ui,tm. De Mol et al. (2008) and Banbura et al. (2010) have shown
that this approach reduces estimation uncertainty without introducing substantial bias. This is
achieved thanks to the tendency for macroeconomic time series to co‐move over the business cycle,
which creates scope for the data to point “massively” in the same direction against a naïve prior
model that does not allow for any dynamic interaction. The resulting model offers a parsimonious
but reliable estimate of the complex dynamic interactions among the macro, monetary and financial
variables included in the data set.
More specifically, we use a Normal‐Inverted Wishart prior centred on a random walk model. For Σ,
the covariance matrix of the residuals, we use an inverted Wishart with scale parameter given by a
diagonal matrix Ψ and d=N+2 degrees of freedom. This is the minimum number of degrees of
freedom that guarantees the existence of the prior mean of Σ, which is equal to Ψ/(d−N−1)= Ψ. For
the constant A0 term, we use a flat prior. For the autoregressive coefficients (A1 … Ap), we use the
Minnesota prior, as originally proposed by Litterman (1980).
As regards the Minnesota prior, conditional on the covariance matrix of the residuals, the prior
distribution of the autoregressive coefficients is normal with the following means and variances:
E(A1) = IN while E (A2) = … = E(Ap) = 0N,N
Cov[(As)ij,(Ar)hm|Σ] = λ2Σih/(s2Ψii) if m=j and r=s, zero otherwise.
Notice that the variance of this prior distributions decays with the lag, and that coefficients
associated with the same variables and lags in different equations are allowed to be correlated. The
key hyperparameter is λ, which controls the scale of all the prior variances and covariances, and
effectively determines the overall tightness of this prior. For λ = 0 the posterior equals the prior and
the data do not influence the es mates. If λ → ∞, on the other hand, posterior expecta ons
coincide with the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimates. The factor 1/s2 is the rate at which the
prior variance decreases with increasing lag length and Σii/ Ψjj accounts for the different scale and
variability of the data.
Summing up, the setting of these priors depends on the hyperparameter λ, which reflects the
informativeness of the prior distribution for the model’s coefficients. This parameter is usually set on
the basis of subjective considerations or rules of thumb. For the sake of simplicity, at this stage, we
set the value of this hyperparameter to 0.2, as it suggested in Sims and Zha (1998).
If we did not face the issue of missing data, the Bayes rule would allow us to easily draw parameters
from the posterior distributions implied by the likelihood and the prior set‐up just described. Then,
the algorithm to produce conditional forecasts developed in Banbura et al. (2012) based on the
simulation smoother of Carter and Kohn (1994), could be employed in order to produce the out‐of‐
sample forecasts of the budget balance and nominal GDP. Notice that the need of an algorithm to
produce conditional forecasts is due to the end‐of‐sample imbalance in our panel caused by the
staggered data releases. The idea here is that we treat more timely data releases as future
“conditions” on which we condition the other forecasts.
However, as described above, we have to tackle also a further issue of missing data in this set‐up,
due to the mixed frequency of the variables. We tackle the issue of missing data by setting up a

recursive procedure that, first, balances the database by providing a draw of the missing data
conditional on a draw from the posterior of the model parameters and, then, provides another draw
of the parameters conditional on the previous draw of the variables.
A schematic way of representing our recursive algorithm for the panel available in month tm and for
a forecast horizon h, is the following.
1) Initialization: X(0)tm is obtained by interpolating the unbalanced panel by means of standard
univariate non‐parametric interpolation techniques.
2) First draw of the parameters from their posterior distribution, conditional on initialization of
the variables: A(1)0 … A(1)p .
3) First draw of the past, present and future of the variables from the distribution of their
conditional expectation, conditional on A(1)0 … A(1)p: X(1)0… X(1)tm… X(1)tm+h by means of the
simulation smoother of Carter and Kohn (1994).
4) Second draw of parameters from their posterior distribution, conditional on previous draw
of the variables conditional on X(1)0… X(1)tm: A(2)0 … A(2)p .
5) Second draw of the past, present and future of the variables from the distribution of their
conditional expectation, conditional on A(2)0 … A(2)p: X(2)0… X(2)tm… X(2)tm+h by means of the
simulation smoother of Carter and Kohn (1994).
6) Iterate 4 and 5 M times.
4)

Empirical results

4.1 Descriptive analysis of the relationship between cash flows and budget balance data
Chart 1 offers a visual impression of the relationship between budget balance data (revenues minus
expenditures) and cash flow data for the Italian economy. In order to plot the data on the same time
scale, we derive quarterly cash data by summing the three consecutive monthly values in each
quarter.

Chart 1: Quarterly budget balance and cash data

Note: the sample is from 199Q1 to 2011Q2. Units in euro

Chart 1 shows that the medium‐low frequency developments in the data on cash flows are definitely
in line with the medium‐low frequency in budget balance data. Hence, the very timely releases of
cash data can be a very important asset in order to predict the budget balance. However, cash data
are also quite noisier than budget balance data and modelling devices should be used in order to
appropriately filter out such noise without eliminating too much of their informative content.
4.2 Nowcasts of the annual budget balance to GDP ratio for the period 2004‐2010
In this sub‐section, we report the results of a rough analysis of accuracy of now‐casts (i.e. evaluation
of budget balance ratios conducted in the twelve months of the reference year) of the budget
balance to GDP ratio in Italy, in the years from 2004 to 2010. We limit our analysis to this sample
because our observations for the budget balance start in 1999 and we use roughly a third of the
sample in order to estimate the model for the first now‐casts of 2004.
Chart 2 reports the results. The green line indicates the twelve now‐casts while the blue straight
lines indicate the outcomes for the budget balance ratio in a specific year. We plot point forecasts,
which are given by the median of the predictive distribution produced by our model.

Chart 2: Forecasts, now‐casts and back‐casts of budget balance to GDP ratio
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Note: The budget balance ratios are expressed in percentage terms. Point forecasts are given by the median of the predictive distribution.
The green line indicates the twelve nowcasts successively produced every year (from left to right the nowcast factor in increasingly more
information) while the blue straight lines indicates the outcomes for the budget balance to GDP ratio in a particular year.

Chart 2 shows that, in spite of some volatility, our model provides a quite accurate account of the
annual budget balance to GDP ratio. In particular, nowcasts produced around mid‐year, i.e. now‐
casts produced about nine months before the release of the annual budget balance ratio and only
based on the knowledge of the budget balance in the first quarter of the current year, are already
pretty close to the outcomes.
It is also generally the case that further releases of cash data improve the quality of the now‐casts,
pushing them closer to the final outcomes.
This very informal evaluation of the model performance reveals that, in spite of the noisy nature of
cash flow data, our model is able to extract information from the latter in order to inform our view
on the state of public finances in Italy.
5) Conclusions and ongoing work
This paper describes a methodology to extract information from monthly cash data in order to now‐
cast the annual budget balance ratio to GDP in Italy.
The methodology we propose is able to handle both staggered data releases and missing data in the
estimation sample in a unified framework and its outcome is the predictive distribution of the
budget balance ratio.

Our empirical application, in this paper, is on Italian data. We provide quite an accurate account of
the Italian budget balance to GDP ratio, which allows us to conclude that our model is able to
successfully extract information from the noisy cash flow data.
Ongoing work is devoted to:
‐

extend the estimation sample making use of available data on the annual budget balance
before 1999;

‐

impose more sophisticated priors on the sum‐of‐coefficients, which generally help to
improve the forecast accuracy in Bayesian vector autoregressive models;

‐

equip the model with state‐of‐the‐art techniques in order to select the informativeness of
the prior distributions;

‐

evaluation of density forecasts; extend evaluation also to forecasts and back‐casts;

‐

extension of the cross‐section of data in order to improve forecast accuracy (for example,
including monthly surveys to better forecast GDP) and extend the possible applications of
the model (which, with a suitable variable choice, can be also used in order to provide
scenario analysis).
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